Wizzy-Techz is proud to announce that they will be offering after school sessions for years 3, 4, 5 and 6, sessions start at 15:15 and will run for 60 minutes (16:15 pickup)

Students will learn to design and program their own 3D and 2D games, using two specialist programming (Kodu and Scratch) applications designed for children, Wizzy-Techz have developed a scheme of work that will allow the students to get a taste of how a real game is created.

All equipment is provided including laptop with all the necessary, this club will allow students to show off their creative flair.

This is an incredibly fun club, but is also very educational, students can hone many skills, including programming, language, and reading comprehension abilities (As some games will allow the students to create their own adventure stories).

Wizzy-Techz has been tailored to complement students learning within the school’s class room, we offer every student a fun and educational after school club, which is also entertaining and a great way to develop a wide range of new skills.

To view our full prospects please navigate to our website www.wizzy-techz.com